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The Digital Wallet

• What is a digit wallet?
• A digital wallet securely stores your card details and allows you to
make payments using the same contactless technology that you’re
probably already using anyway. (like payWave)
• Even better, you can use your phone to store things like:
Medicare cards and details,
Centrelink cards and details,
Your favourite loyalty cards,
Airline boarding passes,
Sporting and theatre tickets,
Public transport travel and top up payments,
Your synchronised Calendar.
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The Digital Wallet
•
•
•
•

Payments
Mobile e-wallets allow payments to be made at mobile payment terminals.
Devices must be enabled with Near-Field Communications (NFC) technology.
Smartphones are the most commonly used devices for mobile contactless
payment.

• Compatible devices also include tablets and wearables, like smartwatches.
• The two major digital wallet platforms are Google Pay (Google wallet and Android pay combined)
and Apple Pay.
• Other platforms include Fitbit Pay, Garmin pay, Samsung Pay.
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The Digital Wallet
Near Field communication
• Most phones are now enabled with the NFC feature.
• In most phones it can be turned on using the settings icon in a similar
way to Wi Fi or Bluetooth. Apple appears to limit NFC activation to
apple apps only.
• A complete list of all phones with NFC can be obtained from the
website https://nfc.today/advice/nfc-enabled-phones#phonelist
• NFC can be used for contactless payments, simple phone pairing and
Tag reading and writing
• NFC explanation at
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=nfc+explained&view=detail
&mid=044AB956A85B39D022B2044AB956A85B39D022B2&FORM=VI
RE
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The Digital Wallet
Main Digital Wallet payment platforms
The market has now stabilised somewhat with the main digital payment options
being: • Apple pay,
• Google Pay,
• Bank apps directly or in collaboration with Apple pay and Google pay.

Apple pay

Google Pay

CBA tap & pay
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The Digital Wallet
Google pay
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=google+pay&&view=detail&m
id=35510DAA897F8D20E35B35510DAA897F8D20E35B&&FORM=VRDG
AR
Apple pay
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=apple+pay+explained&&view
=detail&mid=1EB13CF003247B7766261EB13CF003247B776626&&FOR
M=VRDGAR
Bank app examples
https://www.commbank.com.au/digital-banking/tap-and-pay.html
https://www.commbank.com.au/digital-banking/mobile-paymentswearables/apple-pay.html
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The Digital Wallet
Most Mobile pay terminals display symbols indicating which types of
payment are accepted.
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The Digital Wallet
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The Digital Wallet
• Authorisation
• Merchant’s id, the card information, and the transaction amount to the card
processor.
• Processor’s system sends the authorization request to the issuing bank through
the card network.

• The bank conducts a series of checks for fraud and verifies customer’s credit and
grants or denies transaction.
• The merchant acquirer receives the response and relays it to the merchant.
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The Digital Wallet
• Transaction clearing
• The merchant sends transactions via the merchant acquirer to the
merchant accounting system.
• The MAS distributes the transactions to the appropriate network—
Visa transactions to the Visa network, MasterCard transactions to the
MasterCard network, and so forth.
• The MAS deducts the appropriate merchant discount fee (to cover
the costs of the merchant acquirer’s activities) from the transaction
amount and remits the difference to the merchant’s bank for deposit
into the merchant’s account.
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The Digital Wallet
Google pay
• Google sits in the middle of its Wallet transactions, organising the rather
than just passing through plastic credentials from NFC enabled smartphone.
• Customers credit card details are stored on secure google server.
• Mobile phone only contains a virtual debit card with rotating credentials.
• The wallet, merchant and the network never has access to credit card details.
• It requires the phone screen lock to be activated with pin, pattern or
fingerprint to allow payment.
• Our Banks “fraud money back guarantee” ensures that customers will be
reimbursed for any unauthorised transactions provided that the customer
has not contributed to the loss.
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The Digital Wallet
Apple pay
• Apple's method goes to lengths to keep a user's card data out of Apple's hands and off its
servers, except during setup.
• According to Apple, the credit card information is encrypted and sent to the company's
servers, where they decrypt the data and determine the card network or card issuer.
Apple then “re-encrypts the data with a key that only your payment network can unlock.
• Apple uses a token as a proxy for a real credit card number that is device-specific.
• Apple Pay requires the customer to verify the transaction using TouchID, which reads the
user's fingerprint.
• Apple want to collect a percentage of every transaction made on Apple Pay and has
locked its devices down so that the banks' own digital wallets cannot access the iPhone's
NFC antenna. This means they are unable to facilitate contactless payments. The banks
have also wanted to agree with Apple on the fraud protection mechanisms. This has
caused some delays in the introduction of digital payment using iPhones.
• Recently however, CBA and ANZ have announced that an agreement has been reached
with Apple to allow contactless payment. Hopefully the others will follow soon.
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The Digital Wallet
2016 survey by reserve bank (updated for Apple pay at CBA)
Device
Debit card

Payment option

CBA

NAB

Westpac

ANZ

payWave or PayPass
Apple Pay (iOS only)

Smartphone
Samsung Pay (Samsung only)
Google Pay (Android only)
Tap and Pay (Android only)
PayTag (all phones)
FitBit Pay
Wearable
Garmin Pay
Westpac PayWear*

Other institutions @ Feb 2018: https://www.canstar.com.au/online-banking/what-is-a-digital-wallet/
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The Digital Wallet
The Medicare App setup
• https://www.humanservices.gov.au/individuals/services/medicare/express-plus-medicaremobile-app
• Provides access to medicare. Lodge claims, claim history, immunisation, organ donation etc.
• Cards are automatically kept up to date.
• Access to the app is protected by a pin.
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The Digital Wallet
Centrelink app setup
• https://www.humanservices.gov.au/individuals/online-help/centrelink/download-and-setapp
• Cards are automatically kept up to date by Centrelink.
• Access to the app is protected by a pin.
• Upload documents, claims, deductions, statements,etc
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The Digital Wallet
Mykey travel using your mobile phone
• Uses google pay and is not currently available using the iphone)
• Setup guide https://www.ptv.vic.gov.au/tickets/myki/mobile-myki/
• Payment is made by turning phone on and tapping on myki terminal at the station, on bus or tram.
• You can top up account from the google pay app.
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The Digital Wallet
Loyality cards
• Loyality cards can also be stored in the Apple wallet or the Google pay app.
• Alternatively you can use another app such as STOCARD.

• Stocard lets you carry loyalty cards in your smartphone or smartwatch, free of charge and without
any registration required. Just download the app, spend a few seconds adding any existing loyalty
cards to your Stocard wallet, and you can carry the discounts with you wherever you go.
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The Digital Wallet
Calendar
Store your calendar in the cloud. Eg. Google calendar.
• Allows access from various phone and & PC types.
• Calendar is synchronised between all devices and users.
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The Digital Wallet
Calendar
• Download the Google Calendar App from the Google play store for
Android phones and Apple store for iPhones.

• Download and Setup google calendar on your PC.
• A good Google Calendar description is available at:
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+set+up+google+cal
endar&docid=607988503994894453&mid=63A7A1CE1C37B521789B
63A7A1CE1C37B521789B&view=detail&FORM=VIREHT
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The Digital Wallet
What’s missing?

• Digital Drivers licence. But it’s coming. SA has implemented a digital
drivers licence and NSW currently has a trial underway in Dubbo.
SA https://dpti.sa.gov.au/news?a=352734
NSW https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/dubbo-drivers-totrial-smart-phone-digital-licences-with-nsw-to-become-cardless-by2019/news-story/812080fe4456b02d9e5b0f60001aac85
• Full compatibility of airline boarding passes and theatre tickets etc. with
the wallet applications. This seems to be rapidly improving as airline and
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theatre applications are updated.

The Digital Wallet
Security and Privacy - What is the risk?
• Google, Apple, card providers and banks have gone to significant
lengths to keep their payment methods secure.
• Remember also that all data transfers from payment terminal to the
credit card providers and banks are encrypted.
• The NFC terminal communication to the card or phone only has a
range of approximately 100mm.
• Your phone cannot be read by an external reader when NFC is off, or
phone is off, as opposed to your credit card which can be read.
• Even if you phone could be hacked or the transmission intercepted,
your credit card details are not stored on the phone when using
Google or Apple platforms.
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The Digital Wallet
Don’t forget about your own security and Privacy
• Always protect your information with a fingerprint or PIN just in case your
Phone (Digital wallet) is lost or stolen. Provided access to your phone is
restricted your digital wallet should actually be more secure than your actual
wallet.
• With the use of appropriate apps, your wallet keeps identity items such as
Medicare card numbers and Social Security Card numbers protected via a
second pin.
• Minimise the number of cards used for digital payments.
• Set limits on the cards and accounts used in your wallet.
• Stick to APPs recommended by your bank.
• Setup and know how to use “Find my phone”. It can be used to lock/unlock or
erase your phone if lost.
• Take time to ensure the apps you download are the genuine thing and not a look
alike phishing app.
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